
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE ANALYSIS ESSAY

Free Essay: The film Little Miss Sunshine, Directed by Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Farris, explores the lives of a
regular American family and.

This fateful misunderstanding appears in different scenes where the father and son talk about "it", meaning
two different things. This final scene fully conveys to the audience the joy and fulfillment you can gain if you
leave your inhibitions behind and have fun by following your passions In conclusion an important Idea in
Little Miss Sunshine was displayed through the use of Richard, a main character, coupled with various
cinematic techniques such as dialogue, camera angles and costume. Grandpa is in late adulthood but is acting
as though he is in the stages of early adulthood by doing drugs instead of watching out for his health to
prolong his life. There are many ways in which camera shots, movements, diabetic and non-diabetic sounds
are used to enhance the audiences understanding and experience of a particular scene. For each person in the
Hoover family a value is at stake, and how they define themselves slowly becomes how they define each
other. But gradually as the film progressed they came to realize that striving for first place is an unfulfilling
goal but being a true winner is someone who has the perseverance to take part and have fun, regardless of how
what others say. Many individual development occur also, like the way the Hoover's begin to see that they
aren't so dysfunctional but have to stick together in order to withstand the pressures and problems with society,
holding out against it's attempts to judge and hinder them. There is a sequence of close ups and mid ranged
shots which show Richard confidently speaking in a spotlight at the front of the room. For other it may be
grandpa's bawdy jokes entangled with sage advice like "screw lots of woman". In addition, the use of sound
and cinematography gives the movie a quality that is documentary like; enhancing the reality of the issues
raised in the movie. They take the definition of dysfunctional: 'a family in which conflict, misbehavior and
abuse occur regularly' to a whole new level, involving family members that raise controversial themes
throughout this unique plot that include homosexuality, depression, drugs, teenage rebellion and fraud. The
novel begins with a mistake that two old siblings ,Marilla and Matthew intended to adopt a boy to help
Matthew on the farm ,but end up with an eleven year old orphan girl sent to them. As a man dreaded all
women and little girls , Matthew did not know how to deal with the girl , so he took her home and made
Marilla to deal with it. The directors and the cinematic team use an extreme range of camera techniques,
costuming, and sound techniques to reshape our understanding of winning and losing in the world we live in
today. It is not just a silly sped up walk, it is an authentic expression of character. Dwayne is the son of
Richard and Sheryl and is committed to being in the air force. As in this scene, Richard is shown in a close up
of his face. When the slightly chubby Olive chooses Waffles and ice cream for breakfast, Richard implies that
fatty foods and beauty pageants cannot co-exist. In the movie, a dysfunctional family helps their daughter,
who is not the stereotypical pageant girl, attend a beauty contest, although she was far from a beauty queen.
Finally the family makes it to the pageant but things start to take turn for the worse when Richard sees the rest
of the competition. He is so consumed with achieving that he ridicules his family for not being perfect
throughout the film. Grandpa has been excluded from the retirement home for snorting heroin and sleeping
around. Main themes within the film are irony, issues of struggling to be perfect with the trials and set backs
as a middle class family as well as exposing beauty pageants for little girls in America. Analysis of Little Miss
Sunshine Essay Analysis of Little Miss Sunshine Essay In a cinematic world of superhero action films and
suspense filled thrillers that keep audiences on the edge of their seats, it is rare when a film like Little Miss
Sunshine manages to rise above the independent film label to become a major box office success. Following
comes the scene presenting another adult male, what seems to be the gramps from what we can garner from
the manner the movies is puting its self out of the household. Each family is a system, and if one part of the
system has a problem it becomes the problem of the whole family system not just the person who is in trouble
or has the problem. This is to give a clear view of each characters reaction to each other and how they relate as
a family. When questioning the family, concerns would be whether or not Frank is still at risk of suicide?


